South Sudan

Physical Access Constraints: 03 April 2020

This map is only intended to display the physical condition of the roads, based on the best information available at the time of publication. It does not address access issues related to factors other than the actual physical condition of the road itself. It does not reflect the political situation, or address security issues.
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Note: State and County Boundaries on this map do not imply acceptance or recognition by the Government of South Sudan/Sudan.
Source of county boundaries: NBS
They are shown on the map only for Humanitarian work purpose.

No color: No recent information.

Access issues related to factors other than the actual available at the time of publication. It does not address condition of the roads, based on the best information.

**Final status of the Abyei area is not yet determined.
South Sudan has not yet been determined.
Nations/UNWFP do not imply official endorsement or acceptance by the United Nations.**
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